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Abstract 
The present paper deals with quantifying a wide range of risks through techniques known as Value at Risk. A given group of 
methods is discussed, whether human of financial practice or financial theorists from academia, more than twenty years, and it is 
therefore logical that there are currently exists a lot of approaches and algorithms risk quantification. We will be invented to a 
group called parametric methods for estimating the level of risk. This is a procedure where the theoretical probability distribution 
of losses is known, but we do not know its parameters. We must then be suitably approximated with some theoretical probability 
distributions and thus used for the distribution of individual risk rate. In our contribution we real data to approximate Normal, 
Student's and Laplace distribution. Percentage approximation we checked on the basis Likelihood logarithmic functions. 
Theoretical aspects of selected theoretical distributions will be applied to real data. Specifically, the shares of Oracle, Coca Cola 
and Pfizer term in January 2012 to February 2015. The price development is on a daily basis. 
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1. Introduction 
The results Value at Risk is a number that indicates the maximum possible loss in a certain time period at a 
given probability level Boda and Kanderová (2013). Time horizon is meant horizon of one day, ten days, month, 
quarter, but also the year. The definition of VaR is universal, whether for market risk, operational risk, credit risk, 
possibly another type of risk - value 
NVaRD is the highest possible loss (e.g. decline in the value of the stock index, 
respectively value of a financial instrument), which we expect under normal market conditions during the N to the 
number of days a given probability level α Jorion (2007), Alexander (2009), Alexander (2008). In this paper we 
analyze the three financial instruments- shares of Oracle, Coca Cola and Pfizer. In the analysis, we must strictly 
distinguish between price and yield of the financial instrument. Price is the instantaneous value and yield the 
difference, respectively ratio of the two prices. It most often takes the price at the end and the beginning of a certain 
period, eventually selling and buying price. The following relationship expresses a given fact mathematically: 
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where nP  is the selling price of a financial instrument at the end of the holding period, 1nP   the purchase price of a 
financial instrument at the beginning of the holding period and I  the permanent income, for example dividend 
Gavlakova et al. (2014), Alexander and Baptista (2004). Figures 1 to 3 show the evolution of prices (pictured left) 
and in yields (pictured right) individual actions on a daily basis from January 2012 to February 2015. 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Development of price Oracle; (b) Development of yield Oracle 
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Fig. 2. (a) Development of price Coca cola; (b) Development of yield Coca cola 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Development of price Pfizer; (b) Development of yield Pfizer 
VaR corresponding to the quantile, which depends on the selected confidence level D . Normal distribution is 
symmetrical in mean and therefore must pay for quantile xD  Jorion (2007): 
 
1 1( ) (1 )xD P I D V P I D V              (2) 
where P  is the mean value of the distribution, V the standard deviation, 1I  the distribution function and D  the 
level of confidence. 
 
CVaR is a contingent risk exposures Boda and Kanderová (2013), where the condition is actually that we consider 
only losses in excess of the value-at-risk Jorion (2007): 
 
1 1( ) ( )CVaR XD D M I D V P ª º  ¬ ¼         (3) 
 
where M is the density function, P  mean value of the distribution, V  the standard deviation, 1I the distribution 
function and D  the level of confidence. 
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2. Approximation of Normal distribution 
Normal distribution is of particular importance in probability theory and mathematical statistics. It is used 
wherever fluctuation random variable is the sum due to the large number of minor and mutually independent effects 
Valaskova and Zvarikova (2014). Many random variables, or functions, have at least about this division. Normal 
distribution of data kurtosis neglected, its value is constant and equal to 3 and is independent of parameters. The 
random variable X has a normal probability distribution with parameters P  and 2V  if and only if its probability 
density function is the expression of Alexander (2008): 
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In Table 1 is given median P  and variance 2V  for the three analyzed yield shares for the period. 
 
 
 
Table 1. Parameters of normal distribution. 
 P σ2 
Oracle -0,0008472665227594567 0,01330501822871379 
Coca cola -0,0005297731991865596 0,00928145465369003 
Pfizer -0,0009077302845384692 0,00967309766552116 
 
Figure 4 shows the density of the normal distribution of shares of Oracle, Coca Cola and Pfizer (pictured left) and 
density distribution of losses based on historical estimate (pictured right). 
From the figure it is seen that the kurtosis of the normal distribution of all three shares is significantly lower than the 
kurtosis data themselves. Perhaps with the exception of Oracle. Based on the fact it can be argued that the most 
likely normal distribution is not an appropriate distribution of the estimation of the distribution of losses observed in 
the shares of Oracle, Coca Cola and Pfizer. Confirm it will be possible only on the basis of values Likelihood 
functions (see Tab. 13). 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Density of distribution losses (a) Historical estimate; (b) Normal distribution 
In Tables 2-4 are calculated VaR and CVaR on the basis of relations (2) and (3) for different confidence levels 
approximated by a normal probability distribution. 
 
Table 2. VaR and CVaR for share Oracle – Normal distribution. 
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D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,016203800417848146 0,022502818531946606 
0,95 0,021037540967395872 0,026597164981728347 
0,99 0,0301048343476835 0,03461345726236917 
 
Table 3. VaR and CVaR for share Coca Cola – Normal distribution. 
D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,011364889542781115 0,015759024897109588 
0,95 0,014736861151321107 0,01861520218727919 
0,99 0,02106211910243171 0,024207291729322417 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4. VaR and CVaR for share Pfizer – Normal distribution 
D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,01148884317237599 0,016068394764651456 
0,95 0,015003099494449829 0,019045092158402145 
0,99 0,0215952599050361 0,024873147168401923 
 
3. Approximation of the Student distribution 
 Another theoretical probability distribution is the Student distribution. The parameter that determines the 
shape of the distribution is called degrees of freedom. Student distribution is leptokurtoic distribution, i.e. is more 
pointed than normal distribution Kerkhof, and Melenberg (2004). Student kurtosis distribution is not constant, and 
its size is determined number of degrees of freedom Buc and Kliestik (2013). Student probability density 
distribution has the following form Alexander (2008): 
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Student distribution has three parameters: the median P , standard deviation V  and the degrees of freedom v . 
Table 5 shows the parameters specified for the three analyzed yield shares for the period. In addition, we present the 
kurtosis coefficient for each of them. 
 
Table 5. Parameters  of Student distribution. 
 P σ2 ν J 
Oracle -0,001011169063974315 0,009937751538126188 5,1176997054641395 8,368168185665237 
Coca cola -0,0005597044422015584 0,007042111357433114 4,73435118282413 11,17047775006708 
Pfizer -0,000769659181038491 0,007945882053946977 5,9796565849334895 6,0308287031518555 
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Figure 5 shows the density of the Student distribution for shares of Oracle, Coca Cola and Pfizer (pictured left) and 
density distribution of losses based on historical estimate (pictured right). At first view to see that the approximation 
of the Student distribution is significantly more accurate than the Normal distribution approximation. Confirm it will 
be possible only on the basis of values Likelihood functions. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Density of distribution losses (a) Historical estimate; (b) Student distribution. 
 
In Tables 6-8 are calculated VaR and CVaR on the basis of relations (2) and (3) for different confidence levels 
approximated by Student probability distribution. 
 
Table 6. VaR and CVaR for share Oracle – Student distribution. 
D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,013605293754974308 0,021702866426476668 
0,95 0,018912594149969587 0,027451528587627273 
0,99 0,03210949145741373 0,04262069545094775 
 
Table 7. VaR and CVaR for share Coca Cola – Student distribution. 
D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,009921888534133389 0,01594527271856694 
0,95 0,013808282132989095 0,02025300843872496 
0,99 0,02370272632008265 0,031899108425530016 
 
Table 8. VaR and CVaR for share Pfizer – Student distribution. 
D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,010675246563311027 0,01662407304975742 
0,95 0,014680034721839945 0,020792427325493513 
0,99 0,024230089106809845 0,031324864250117525 
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4. Approximation of Laplace distribution 
Some authors called Laplace distribution as a double exponential distribution is a continuous symmetric 
distribution Spuchlakova et al. (2014). Coefficient of kurtosis is equal to 6, i.e. is as much as the normal distribution 
constant, only greater. This means again, as with the Student distribution that is a distribution of leptokurtoic. Which 
means that while most of the values is very close to the median, but there are also more remote, respectively remote 
values as in the case of the normal distribution Valaskova and Zvarikova (2014). Density function of the random 
variable has the following form Alexander (2008): 
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Laplace distribution has two parameters a  and b . Table 9 are the parameters specified for the three analyzed yield 
shares for the period. Kurtosis, as indicated above is constant and is equal to the 6. 
 
Table 9. Parameters of Laplace distribution. 
 a b 
Oracle -0,0006138944205230645 0,009494383496385945 
Coca cola -0,0004900959379006142 0,006754870929876132 
Pfizer -0,0004530933912196833 0,007316659011431426 
 
Figure 6 shows the density of the Laplace distribution for shares of Oracle, Coca Cola and Pfizer (pictured left) and 
density distribution of losses based on historical estimate (pictured right). On the basis of visualization can be 
argued that the approximation of a given division is certainly better than the approximate of Normal distribution, but 
probably slightly worse than the approximation of the Student distribution. Confirm it will not be back up to the 
values Likelihood functions. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Density of distribution losses (a) Historical estimate;; (b) Laplace distribution 
 
In Tables 10 and 12 are calculated VaR and CVaR on the relationships (2) and (3) for different confidence levels 
approximated Laplace probability distribution. 
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Table 10. VaR and CVaR for share Oracle – Laplace distribution. 
D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,014666726333749106 0,024161109830135055 
0,95 0,02124773148542389 0,030742114981809836 
0,99 0,03652835223969606 0,04602273573608201 
 
Table 11. VaR and CVaR for share Coca Cola – Laplace distribution. 
D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,010381449430241019 0,017136320360117155 
0,95 0,015063569170330991 0,02181844010020713 
0,99 0,025935114538472623 0,032689985468348774 
 
Table 12. VaR and CVaR for share Pfizer – Laplace distribution. 
D VaR CVaR 
0,9 0,01132261501413066 0,018639274025562085 
0,95 0,016394136579022865 0,02371079559045428 
0,99 0,028169844984373204 0,03548650399580462 
 
5. Conclusion 
Of the three probability distributions, we can quantify the VaR and CVaR that we choose, but not all 
sufficiently estates. While we can follow a given fact only visually on the basis of Figures 4 to 6. However, we 
know exactly what to confirm to the values of the Likelihood functions.The statistical analysis is Likelihood 
function, a function of the parameters of the statistical model. Very simply put, the probability allows us to predict, 
estimate unknown results based on known parameters, while the credibility allows us to estimate the unknown 
parameters based on known results. 
In other words, the credibility is working exactly just the opposite as the probability: if we have a phenomenon B, 
we use the conditional probability  P A B  of finding the necessary statistical information on the phenomenon 
A and contrary to the phenomenon A, we use Likelihood function to detect statistical information on the 
phenomenon B. The procedure derive the Bayes formula: 
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          (7) 
 
Likelihood function is actually contemplated conditional probability as a function of its second argument with that 
first argument, then the following form: 
 
   L b A P A B b            (8) 
 
In Table 13 shows the values of Likelihood functions for different shares (Oracle, Coca Cola, Pfizer) and the 
corresponding probability distribution (Normal distribution, Student distribution and Laplace distribution). 
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Table 13. Values of Likelihood functions for different actions and different types of division. 
Distribution Oracle Coca Cola Pfizer 
Normal 2297,334 2582,112 2549,818 
Student 2367,184 2625,617 2568,277 
Laplace 2347,556 2616,004 2554,702 
 
From the values in the table shows that development of yield of each share has different statistical properties, i.e. in 
any case, matching different probability distribution. In any case, the approximation of the Student distribution 
provides the most accurate results. Therefore, it is recommended for use in further analysis. 
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